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💦Drips💦 
 
The Flynn revelations are so important: 
 
Barr’s actions & redactions are now under a microscope. 
 
This direct evidence of witness tampering challenges
Barr’s conclusion: ‘no obstruction’ 
 
What else has Barr subverted & why?  
 
Barr is likely under inv’n for O of J.

0:00

💦Drips2💦 

 

Barr admits he gets limited info —compartmentalized.😎 
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Tribe: Barr’s self-contradictions are piling up around him. 

 

Just when it seems his once-estimable rep as a straight-shooter couldn’t be any more

thoroughly ground down, it goes through the shredder yet again.”

💦Drips3💦 

 

Which is why the FBI are under attack by the L & R. 

 

It is imperative the House holds hearings in which evidence of Trump’s misconduct is

heard publicly 

 

📌The tide turned when the Nixon tape was aired. The same will happen here, when

we hear the tape(s). Lordy! 🍿

💦Drips3💦 

 

Flynn contacted Matt Gaetz while cooperating with OSC 

 

No wonder TeamTrump is frantically trying to stop further proceedings & now

Trump is threatening to jail investigators for ‘treason’ —he’s terrified.  

 

Mnuchin will not comply with the House subpoena 4 tax returns
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💦Drips4💦 

 

House Cmte on Edu & Labor opens inv’n into Jim Jordan's alleged role in the Ohio

State sex abuse scandal 

 

Democrats Seek Review of Russian Investment in Kentucky - McConnell & Deripaska 

 

U.S. stocks drop late in session on trade uncertainty

💦Drips5💦 

 

Russia’s Covert Tactics Aim to Alienate & inflame tensions between Ukraine & its EU

allies 

 

San Francisco is the first major U.S. city to ban government and police use of facial

recognition tech 

 

Facebook busts Israel-based campaign to disrupt elections
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💦Drips6💦 

 

Dutch intel agency AIVD found Huawei has secret ‘backdoor’ into a Dutch telecoms

firm, spy agency reportedly says 

 

Glazyev tapes, continued: new details of Russian occupation of Crimea and attempts

to dismember Ukraine

💦Drips7💦 

 

Ohio State leaders knew about team doctor's abuse 

 

Saudi newspaper, owned by MBS' brother, urges U.S. 'surgical strikes' on Iran 

 

Four More Banks Named in Deutsche Bank Bribery Lawsuit in London: Barclays Plc,

Citigroup Inc., Societe Generale SA and BNP Paribas SA
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💦Drips8💦 

 

FBI targets Johnson & Johnson, Siemens, GE, Philips in Brazil graft case 

 

Trump adm defends $62M bailout to crooked Brazilian meatpacker & says it will

eventually trickle down to US farmers & in meantime they should just suck it up. 

 

Ruby chocolate debuts in America
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💦Drips9💦 

 

When Your Money Is So Tainted Museums Don’t Want It 

#Sackler  

 

Trump Judge Who Endorsed False Theory Abortion Causes Cancer Confirmed By

Senate—no words. 

 

Taiwan becomes first in Asia to legalize same-sex marriage
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💦Drips10💦 

 

Former CIA Officer Sentenced to 20 years in Prison for Espionage 

 

RU hackers breached FL’s Washington County elections dept where voters turned out

heavily for Trump in 2016 

 

Treasury Works with Gov’t of Mexico Against Perpetrators of Corruption and their

Networks

💦Drips11💦 

 

Frederic Pechier, a French doctor, inv’d in 24 poisoning cases  

 

Man Sentenced for Threatening to Murder Family of FCC Chairman 

 

MX reporter Francisco Romero Díaz shot dead in Playa del Carme 
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Fox: Trump has a new fixer & it's Barr: He "clearly is protecting" Trump

While he was cooperating with special counsel Robert Mueller's investigation, former

Trump national security adviser Michael Flynn contacted at least one member of

Congress (Matt Gaetz) who was publicly criticizing the special counsel probe, 

 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…
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MEGA THREAD  
 
The Downfall of Gen. Michael Flynn 
 
Flynn is a central character in the #TrumpRussiaChina scandal. 
 
The below, inclusive of embedded threads should give the 
reader some reasons why the Judge raised the specter of 
#Treason.  
 
Flynn’s legal woes are far from over..

511 4:33 PM - Jan 14, 2019

354 people are talking about this

🌶SpicyFiles🌶 

 

Flynn + Trump + Mueller Report = Holy Shittlestix 

 

Posted on May 17 2019 

 

Happy Friday 

here’s some light reading... 

Flynn + Trump + Mueller Report = Holy Shittlestix (Updated)
Updated 5/17/2019 at 2:45PM EST See update at bottom of this entry  Happy
Friday here’s some light reading...   For your edification below I’ve provided you
with a cheat sheet so you can know whe…

https://maddogpac.com/blogs/spicy-files/flynn-trump-mueller-report-holy-shittlestix

Russia’s Covert Tactics Aim to Alienate Ukraine’s Western Neighbors 

 

Vandalized Hungarian center in Ukraine is among examples of Kremlin’s efforts to

inflame tensions between Kiev and its EU allies 
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Russia’s Covert Tactics Aim to Alienate Ukraine’s Western Neighbors
Russia’s efforts to keep Ukraine in its orbit have included invasions, targeted
assassinations and economic coercion. Less prominently, Moscow has directed a
clandestine campaign of vandalism and hat…

https://www.wsj.com/articles/russias-covert-tactics-aim-to-alienate-ukraines-western-n…

Dutch intel agency AIVD found Chinese tech giant Huawei reportedly has a hidden

“backdoor” into the network of an unnamed but major Dutch telecoms firm, allowing

it to access customer data. 

Huawei has secret 'backdoor' into major telecoms firm, Dutch spy age…
Chinese tech giant Huawei reportedly has a hidden “backdoor” into the network of
an unnamed but major Dutch telecoms firm, allowing it to access customer data.
Dutch intelligence agency AIVD was look…

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/huawei-china-spying-netherlands-te…

Glazyev tapes, continued: new details of Russian occupation of Crimea and attempts

to dismember Ukraine  

Glazyev tapes, continued: new details of Russian occupation of Crime…
When Ukrainian prosecutors released audio intercepts that appeared to show the
direct involvement of Kremlin top advisor Sergey Glazyev in Russia’s takeover of
Crimea and pro-separatist rallies in ea…

http://euromaidanpress.com/2019/05/16/glazyev-tapes-continued-ukraine-presents-ne…

🏵The Counter-Intel Investigation🏵 

 

Dirk Schwenk
@DirkSchwenk

Panic! Worry! Schiff says he doesn't know where the 
Counterintelligence investigation is.  A Thread.

432 5:13 AM - May 17, 2019
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206 people are talking about this

The Trump administration on Thursday defended its $62 million bailout to a

Brazilian meatpacking company controlled by a pair of corrupt brothers, arguing the

private pork payout will eventually trickle down to struggling U.S. farmers. 

Trump administration defends $62M bailout to crooked Brazilian meat…
The Trump administration on Thursday defended its $62 million bailout to a
Brazilian meatpacking company controlled by a pair of corrupt brothers, arguing the
private pork payout will eventually tric…

https://www.nydailynews.com/news/politics/ny-trump-defends-bailout-brazilian-bacon-g…

🌶SpicyFiles🌶 

 

Maria Butina -Appeal Update 5/17/2019 – Mad Dog PAC 

Maria Butina -Appeal Update 5/17/2019
  Hold my Red Bull, I just pulled down her actual filing but before we dive in to her
26 page filing, you may want to read this previous entry. Which was a follow up to
the April 23, 2019 filing and …

https://maddogpac.com/blogs/spicy-files/maria-butina-appeal-filing

The middleman who confessed to paying bribes over trades he helped arrange

between Deutsche Bank AG & a Dutch housing firm said he was also getting

commission payments from lenders: Barclays Plc, Citigroup Inc., Societe Generale SA

& BNP Paribas SA. 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-05-17/four-more-banks-named-

in-deutsche-bank-bribery-lawsuit-in-london

Jim Jordan: 

 

https://twitter.com/kylegriffin1/status/1129451720130613249?s=21
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Mnuchin defies House Democrats' subpoenas for Trump's tax returns 

Mnuchin defies House Democrats' subpoenas for Trump's tax returns
Treasury Secretary Steve Mnuchin on Friday defied subpoenas from House Ways
and Means Committee Chairman Richard Neal for President Donald Trump's tax
returns.

https://www.cnn.com/2019/05/17/politics/steve-mnuchin-tax-returns-repsonse/index.html

Exclusive: FBI targets Johnson & Johnson, Siemens, GE, Philips in Brazil graft case 

Exclusive: FBI targets Johnson & Johnson, Siemens, GE, Philips in...
The U.S. FBI is investigating corporate giants Johnson & Johnson, Siemens AG,
General Electric Co and Philips for allegedly paying kickbacks as part of a scheme
involving medical equipment sales in B…

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-brazil-corruption-healthcare-exclusiv-idUSKCN1SN…

🏵Excellent Thread🏵 

 

Re: Male #Metoo - Adult content 

 

Call Paul's Boutique
@modernhomesla

#MeToo isn't just a girl thing. 
 
Rape | sexual assault: 
9% male + 91% female  
 
1 in 71 men will be raped.  
 
40.2% gay men,  
47.4% bisexual men +  
20.8% heterosexual men 
reported sexual violence,  
other than rape! 
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1 in 45 men  
been made 2  
penetrate intimate partner.

15 8:22 PM - May 17, 2019

See Call Paul's Boutique's other Tweets

Ruby chocolate debuts in America  

 

The new variant is derived from ruby cocoa beans, which are found in Ecuador, Brazil

& the Ivory Coast. Ruby has a sweet and sour taste that’s distinctive from the bitter,

milky or sweet profiles of other chocolates. 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2019/05/15/ruby-chocolate-makes-its-ameri…

Report: Ohio State leaders knew about team doctor's abuse 

 

H/T @CatsChocolates  

 

#JimJordan  

'Shocking': Ohio State doc abused 177, officials were aware
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) — A now-dead Ohio State team doctor sexually abused at
least 177 male students from the 1970s through the 1990s, and numerous
university officials got wind of what was going on...…

https://apnews.com/8100ceaf06c44dc2a85bea4c5daff04f?utm_campaign=SocialFlow…

🏵The Ugly Underbelly of BSA🏵 
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Call Paul's Boutique
@modernhomesla

Replying to @modernhomesla

If you or someone you know 
has been abused by  
troop leaders 
or others affiliated w 
Boy Scouts of America, 
reach out + speak. 
 
U no longer have 2 live in silence.  
 
Step out of shadows. 
Be strong. 
Get pissed!abusedinscouting.com

6 3:49 AM - May 17, 2019

See Call Paul's Boutique's other Tweets

Russian hackers breached a county elections department in the Florida Panhandle

(Washington County) where voters turned out heavily for President Donald Trump in

2016, according to a report confirmed by POLITICO. 

Panhandle county that backed Trump among Russian hacking victims
Washington County was one two counties successfully hacked by Russians
seeking voter information files.

https://www.politico.com/states/florida/story/2019/05/16/panhandle-county-that-backed…

‘Spoken like a true fascist’: The internet reacts in fury to Trump threatening to jail

investigators for ‘treason’ 
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‘Spoken like a true fascist’: The internet reacts in fury to Trump threate…
President Donald Trump reacted to a judge ordering the release of a Michael Flynn
bombshell by demanding "long jail sentences" for investigators, which terrified
many legal experts. A federal judge o…

https://www.rawstory.com/2019/05/spoken-like-a-true-fascist-the-internet-reacts-in-fury…

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

Booh - Believe. Trust. Have Faith. Breathe..
@mikes_booh

Replying to @karolcummins and 16 others

@mike_booh  
 
Spring came Early!! 
Summer is going to be a Blast! 
There will still be tough days ahead!  But. Remember!!! 
Trust!!!   Believe!!!   Have Faith!!  
 
The Western Democracies are Standing Tall!!  These are OUR 
Countries and They are NOT for Sale!! 
We Love America!!

10 3:50 PM - May 17, 2019

See Booh - Believe. Trust. Have Faith. Breathe..'s other Tweets

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

Germany to return Portuguese Stone Cross to Namibia 

Germany to return Namibia's Stone Cross
The 500-year-old Portuguese monument was a navigation landmark on Africa's
southwest coast.

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-48309694

⬛#Cubism⬛ 
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♦ 🔳🔹🔳🔸🔳♦ 🔳🔹🔳🔸 

 

#PAM #PAMFAM #Cubism

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

#Cubism  
 
Cubism arose in Paris between 1907 & 1914 principally out of 
the bold, imagination & creativity of Pablo Picasso & Georges 
Braque bored by traditional aesthetics & techniques. 
 
Pablo Picasso 
Factory, Horta de Ebbo, 1909 
 

#PAM #PAMFAM #Cubism
101 10:01 PM - Apr 20, 2018

42 people are talking about this

🌳Breathe🌳 

 

Today was relatively quiet with the exception of Trump rage tweeting his terror. 

 

If you are engaged in bashing/doubting DEMs or FBI you are helping TeamTreason. 

 

Remember there are sealed & ongoing cases & the counterintel inv is still active &

ongoing. 

 

#Patience
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0:00

🌳Breathe🌳 

 

Remember we have only seen the tip of the iceberg re extent if elex fuqqery,

Cambridge Analytica, microtargeting, political black ops, the server comms between

Trump Tower, Alfa Bank & Spectrum Health, which involve not only 2016 elex, but

Brexit & Macron Leaks-KEY.



Huge shout out to #TeamNutShellReport #TeamPatriot TY! @pleasesaveour

@kim585 @mikes_booh @SuzanneWinland @McSercy @anathymadevice @starree

@smp0312 @BelievnTheDream @geekgirlden @leesgirl9 @Texdj123 @tbrennan666

@modernhomesla @tammy_sager @EmergingCitizen @MauiMeow00
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@threadreaderapp unroll please and TY!  

 

#NutShellReport 

#ThePatriotTimes 

 

Apologies in advance if I don’t respond to your reply- my notifications clog & don’t

load. DM me or @ me again to get my attn if important. Thank you. 

 

May 17, 2019 

 

Rest well #TeamPatriot #USVIA
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